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Student Name_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

JERUSALEM 

 
1.    Jerusalem is the center for the spiritual world’s three most influential religions. 

                                                                                                                              True    or    False 

 

2.    The Jews, Christians and Muslims have struggled for the possession of _________________ 

 

3.    The first great Church Council took place in Nicea.         True    or    False 

 

4.    What Scripture says that God will make Jerusalem a cup of trembling unto all people round 

about?   ___________________________. 

 

5.    To Christians, Jerusalem is still recognized as “The City of _________________________.” 

 

6.    Jerusalem is the only capital of the Jewish state, ancient or modern.        True    or    False 

 

7.    The prophet Mohammed lived in Jerusalem at one time.          True    or    False 

 

8.    Is the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem a holy site to the Muslims?      Yes    or    No 

 

9.    The Koran never mentions the city of Jerusalem.       True    or    False 

 

10.  Muslims pray facing Jerusalem with their backs to Mecca.        True    or    False 

 

11.  The Jews alone have the historical, legal, and Divine right to ________________________. 

 

12.  Jerusalem has been called by many names through the ages, such as, ________________, 

Mount Moriah, Adonai, _______________, Jebus, Jerusalem, ______________, the city of 

David, and Ariel (Lion of David). 

 

13.  The Temple of Solomon was built upon the same place where Abraham offered up Isaac on 

Mt. Mariah.                            True  or    False 

 

14.  Many Arabs claim part or all of Jerusalem as the future capital of a Palestinian state. 

                                                                                                                                True    or    False 

 

15.  The UN Council recognizes Jerusalem as the capital of Israel.          True    or    False 

 

16.  The U.K. Embassy to Israel is in Tel Aviv, not in the city of Jerusalem.        True    or    

False 

 

17.  Jewish legend says that Adam was created in Jerusalem.         True    or    False 

 

18.  The city of Jerusalem in actuality belongs to ____________! 
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19.  Christians believe that the Returning King described by Zechariah will be _______________ 

Himself. 

 

20.  World leaders have proposed that sovereignty should be given to God!       True    or    False 

 

21.  The Pope was at the beginning said to be universal sovereignty.         True    or    False 

 

22.  Consequently, the Law of Moses should be __________________ in regards to the city of 

Jerusalem. 

 

23.  God sometimes gives land to a people, and sometimes He takes His possession back and 

gives it to another people.        True    or    False 

 

24.  Mecca is the primary religious center for ________________ in the world and is totally 

under ____________________ control. 

 

25.  The Jewish people will all agree to see Jerusalem to be divided into two separate parts.     

                                                                                                                              True    or    False 

 

26.  How many years has Jerusalem been the capital of Israel? ______________________. 

 

27.  How many times is the city of Jerusalem mentioned in the Bible? __________________. 

 

28.  How many times is Jerusalem mentioned in the Koran? __________________________. 

 

29.  Palestinians insist that the capital of Israel serve as the capital of their future state also. 

                                                                                                                               True    or    False 

 

30.  Jerusalem has never served as capital of a sovereign Muslim state.        True    or    False 

 

31.  Muhammad in ___________ A.D. fled his  home town of Mecca of Medina. 

 

32.  The Umayyad Caliph built Islam’s first grand structure, the Dome of the Rock, right on the 

spot of the ________________ Temple in 688-91. 

 

33.  This city called Jerusalem came to be known as the place of the Last Judgment.         

                                                                                                                                True    or    False 

 

34.  In the early Crusades, the crusader conquest of Jerusalem in 1099 initially aroused a very 

_________________________________ from the Muslims. 

 

35.  The Mamluks so destroyed Jerusalem that the city’s total population at the end of their rule 

amounted to a miserable 4,000 people.         True    or    False 

 

36.  The British controlled over Jerusalem from 1917 to 1980.        True    or    False 
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37.  The Hashemites had a very great love for Jerusalem.        True    or    False 

 

38.  The PLO’s founding document, the Palestinian National Covenant of 1964, does not even 

once mentions the city of Jerusalem or even alludes to it.        True   or    False  

 

39.  Ayatollah Khomeini said that “Jerusalem is the property of the Muslims and must be 

returned to them.”         True    or    False  

 

40.  Name the three historically dubious claims promoting the Islamic claim to the city of 

Jerusalem: 

 

     A. ____________________________________________________________________. 

     B. ____________________________________________________________________. 

     C. ____________________________________________________________________. 

 

41.  The Arab world believes that the city of Jerusalem has no importance to the Jewish people.  

                                                                                                                                True    or    False 

 

42.  “Mecca is holy to Muslims and Jerusalem to the Jews.”        True    or    False 

 

43.  The Muslims believe Jerusalem to be the naval of the world.        True    or    False 

 

44.  God will ultimately save the city of Jerusalem and its people.        True    or    False 

 

45.  Now, it is very common for people throughout the world to simultaneously witness events 

via television and of course the internet.          True    or    False 

 

46.  The Jews recaptured the city of Jerusalem during the Six-Day War in_______________. 

 

47.  The mark of the Beast-666- will rule in Jerusalem.        True    or    False 

 

48.  The Lord will set up His Millennial Kingdom in the city of Mecca.        True    or    False 

 

49.  The Pope visited Jerusalem in March 21, 2000.        True    or    False 

 

50.  The Vatican has called Israel’s annexation of west Jerusalem illegal and does not recognize 

Israeli sovereignty there.        True    or    False  

 

51.  The Covenant between the Pope and PLO leader Yasser Arafat was nothing but an 

agreement against God and the people of Israel and Jerusalem.         True    or    False 

 

52.  The pope and the late Yasser Arafat tried to stop God from fulfilling His Word.        

                                                                                                                        True    or    False 

 

53.  The Vatican has no ambitions to rule over Jerusalem.        True    or    False 
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54.  The Eastern Orthodox Church is going in the direction that the ____________________ so 

desires.  

 

55.  The Vatican is trying to displace Israel from the old city of Jerusalem.       True    or    False 

 

56.  On November 1994 Israel signed a peace treaty with Jordan.        True   or    False 

 

57.  The second beast is the false prophet, who rises to power.       True    or    False 

 

58.  The current Pope’s mission is to unite the religions of the world.       True    or    False 

 

59.  The false prophet sets up the image unto the anti-Christ, and receives the world’s 

condemnation for it.       True   or    False  

 

60.  The battle of Armageddon will take place in the northern part of Israel created by the three  

mountains called:  

 

     A. ___________________________________________. 

     B.___________________________________________. 

     C.___________________________________________. 

 

  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 


